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HARDIE™ 
ARCHITECTURAL 
COLLECTION

The Hardie™ Architectural 
Collection features a range 
of distinctive new exterior 
cladding textures and profiles, 
including Hardie™ Brushed 
Concrete Cladding, Hardie™ 
Oblique™ Cladding and more.

Created with complementarity 
in mind, each product takes 
design versatility to a new level.

Hardie™ Oblique™ Cladding

Square and angled edges evoke a bold, contemporary aesthetic.

It is the only Hardie™ Exterior Cladding product with a  
slanted grove edge that mixes shadows and  highlights  
providing interest and depth.

Available in 200mm and 300mm widths which  
can be used alternating or on its own.

Axon™ Cladding

Bring beauty, drama and fine detail to your walls with 
clean vertical lines.

Stria™ Cladding

Bold lines suit modern designs – add versatility with 
varying widths and orientations.

Vertical 
Profiles
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Horizontal Profiles

Textured Panels Expressed Joints

Hardie™ Brushed  
Concrete Cladding

Fresh, flowing lines are ideal for creating 
monolithic facades with interest. 
Reminescent of softly brushed concrete, 
Hardie™ Brushed Concrete Cladding 
provides a distictive embedded textured 
finish which can be used from the ground up.

Hardie™ Fine  
Texture Cladding

Achieve a modern, minimalist aesthetic 
with a smooth, natural sand-like texture 
and fine matte finish.

Matrix™ Cladding

Bring a bold, industrial aesthetic 
with a panelised, geometric look.

Stria™ Cladding

Strong horizontal shiplap 
shadow lines deliver an elegant 
and restrained aesthetic.

Linea™ Weatherboard

A deep-shadow weatherboard offers clean 
horizontal lines for contemporary looks.

Hardie™ Oblique™ Cladding

Wide grooves and slanted edges evoke  
a bold, contemporary aesthetic.
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PRODUCT CODE LENGTH (MM) WIDTH (MM) THICKNESS (MM)
405310 2440 1200 8.5

405311 2750 1200 8.5

405312 3000 1200 8.5

405309 3600 1200 8.5

HARDIE™ 
BRUSHED 
CONCRETE

New Hardie™ Brushed Concrete Cladding has a unique 
texture, which is embedded into the panel, and is reminiscent 
of softly brushed concrete making it distinctively tactile.

This sophisticated texture is perfect for creating modern 
facades, appearing smooth from a distance and surprisingly 
detailed up close when used in ground-floor applications.

The panels are connected to each other with shiplap joints, 
cut to size and typically gun-nailed with no patching. There’s 
no need for specialist trades to set joints and apply textures 
so only carpentry trades are required for installation.

✔  An embedded texture panel that is pre-sealed  
and ready to paint 

✔  Hardie™-embedded texture technology enables 
beautiful, consistent textured panels without the need 
for artisan tradespeople

✔  The 8.5mm thick panels are compatible with a selection 
of Hardie™ 9mm accessories ensuring multiple Hardie™ 
cladding panels can be mixed and matched for  
diverse designs

✔  The 1200mm wide panels are available in four  
lengths, enabling builders to select the most suitable 
size to help increase installation efficiency and help 
reduce wastage

✔  Deemed non-combustible. It adheres to bushfire attack 
level (BAL) requirements, up to bal40

✔  Fire resistant. It can be used as part of a Hardie™ smart 
fire and acoustic wall system which achieves a fire 
resistance level (FRL) of up to 60 minutes
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Hardie™ Oblique™ Cladding evokes a bold, 
contemporary aesthetic with wide grooves 
and bespoke design flexibility. It is the only 
Hardie™ Exterior Cladding with a slanted 
groove edge, delivering highlights and 
shadows.

Available in 200mm and 300mm widths,  
these 14mm thick shiplap boards offer 
multiple installation options and allow for 
simple alternation or unique combinations.

The boards are primed and ready to paint. 
Similar in appearance to standing seam  
metal cladding it’s an easy-to-install fibre 
cement solution.

HARDIE™ OBLIQUE
Hardie™ Oblique™ Cladding does not require 
specialist installers, helping to reduce the number of 
trades on-site and the complexity of the installation.

For vertical installation 2750mm lengths suit 
common wall heights which can help reduce waste. 
4200mm lengths give tall walls a continuous look, 
reducing the need for horizontal joints. 

Deemed non-combustible. Up to a 60-minute 
Fire Resistance Level (FRL) can be achieved when 
installed as part of the Hardie™ Smart Fire & 
Acoustic Wall System. 

Deemed non-combustible. Adheres to Bushfire 
Attack Level (BAL) requirements up to BAL40.

Does not require specialist installers.

REQUIRED COMPONENTS*

Hardie™ Castellated Battens A non-structural, 
castellated timber batten used to allow ventilation 

in a wall cavity. Product Code: 306181

HARDIE™ TRIMLINE FLASHING

HARDIE™ CASTELATED BATTENS

HARDIE™ EDGE BASE TRIM

HARDIE™ WEATHER BARRIER

HARDIE™ OBLIQUE CLADDING

HARDIE™ 18mm PVC  
CAVITY VENT STRIP

PRODUCT CODE LENGTH (MM) WIDTH (MM) THICKNESS (MM)
405301 4200 200 14

405303 4200 300 14

405300 2750 200 14

405302 2750 300 14
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HARDIE™ FINE TEXTURE

Achieve a modern, minimalist aesthetic with 
Hardie™ Fine Texture Cladding. The smooth, 
natural sand texture adds warmth and diffuses 
light, giving your new home, renovation or 
extension a fine matte finish.

Hardie™ Fine Texture Cladding is a  
pre-textured fibre cement panel means it 
is durable and has lower maintenance than 
traditional cement renders to stay looking 
good for many years to come. Installation is 
streamlined and builders love it.

✔  Provides contemporary clean lines and  
pared-back aesthetics for homes with  
simple, bold forms. 

✔  Lasting Beauty - Built for tough Australian 
conditions. Ready for what life throws at it, 
flexible colour – pre-textured, pre-sealed and 
paint-friendly. Choose a low-sheen exterior 
paint in any colour. Fire resistant.

✔  Adheres to bushfire attack level requirements 
to bal40. Fire rating up to 60 minutes when 
used with HardieSmart wall systems

✔  Save time, save complexity, save cost,  
save from cracks

PRODUCT CODE LENGTH (MM) WIDTH (MM) THICKNESS (MM)
405252 2440 1200 8.5

405255 2750 1200 8.5

405253 3000 1200 8.5

405254 3600 1200 8.5
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AXON™ CLADDING

KNOW 
EXACTLY 
WHERE 
THAT LITTLE 
TRUCKER IS. 

✔  Fibre cement with the charm of timber 
without the longevity issues of shrinking, 
swelling and warping to retain its looks 
for longer.

Introduce drama and detail to your walls with 
the clean vertical lines of Axon™ Cladding, 
while incorporating the beauty and fine detail 
of painted vertical joint timber. 

Axon™ Cladding is a range of vertically 
grooved panels with the detail of vertical 
joint timber.
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STRIA™ CLADDING

✔  Stria 325mm & 405mm profiles are 14mm 
thick fibre cement with shiplap joints that 
leave 15mm wide horizontal grooves for 
strong clean lines

Stria™ Cladding is a range featuring horizontal 
shiplapped joints, that create a timeless and 
enduring look.

The pre-primed panels are easy to install, 
enabling design versatility and aiding in 
achieving a contemporary and bold, but 
understated look through its deep grooves.

Can be gunnailed to timber frames or screwed 
to steel frames. Fire resistant.

A fire rating of up to 60 minutes when used in 
conjunction with Hardie™ Smart Wall Systems. 

Adheres to bushfire attack level requirements 
of BAL40.

SEE YOUR  
LOCAL MITRE 10 
TRADE CENTRE 
DISPLAY TODAY
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LINEA™ CLADDING

✔  Available in 150mm and 180mm profiles,  
the 16mm thick weatherboard enable handy 
tongue and groove short ends for clean butt 
joins even off-stud.

Ideal for creating a Hamptons or coastal 
inspired look when combined with contrasting 
Axent™ trims in new homes or renovations.

Innovative and durable, Linea™ 
weatherboards are resistant to shrinking, 
swelling or cracking and will hold paint longer 
than wood.

A deep shadow weatherboard for 
contemporary homes. The clean horizontal 
lines of Linea™ weatherboards work 
beautifully on the expansive external walls of 
modern architecture.

*Exclusions apply. Participating stores only. 
See full terms and conditions for details upon sign up.

Scan to download  
and register.

GET A TRADIE  
DISCOUNT*

WITH THE NEW  
 TRADE APP™ 
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The Natural range offers a 
unique appearance with the 
characteristics and looks of raw 
undressed timber. Its surface 
is pressed to create a random 
woodgrain effect, showing the 
knots, grains and imperfections 
of natural timber.

Natural range can be left 
unsealed to silver-off, stained or 
a combination of both to create 
the perfect ‘look’.

Weathergroove  
150 Natural (stained) 

Selflok Ecogroove  
150 Natural

Weathergroove 300  
Natural (with battens)

Weathergroove 
150 Natural

NATURAL
✔  Curved walls can be achieved down to a minimum of 2.5m 

radius for Selflok and 7m for Weathergroove.
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Weathergroove 75 smooth

Weathergroove 75 smoothWeathergroove 150 Smooth

WEATHERGROOVE

Weathertex products are 
lightweight and can be cut using 
standard carpentry tools. With a 
consistent 9.5mm thickness and 
matching accessories makes 
it easy to mix multiple profiles 
within a project.

1000 kg/m3 product density 
with a minimum 32MPa rating. 
Watertight – mechanical flashing 
and joining accessories mean 
that sealant control joints are 
seldom required.
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Weathergroove  
FUSION smooth

FUSION

Weathergroove is the 
ideal choice for the urban 
contemporary home. It’s the 
largest panel available in the 
Australian market, making this 
vertically grooved panel ideal for 
covering large areas in a short 
amount of time and its versatility 
offers endless possibilities. 

✔  Curved walls can be achieved 
down to a minimum 7m radius  
for Weathergroove. 

✔  Made from real  
Australian hardwoods.

✔  Can be used internally (group 3) 
and as an external wall cladding 
in bushfire attack levels up to and 
including BAL 19 construction.

✔  Off stud joining option enables 
minimal waste and less timber  
stud layout.

✔  Can be cut with standard 
carpentry tools.
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A favourite in the Weathertex family, 
Selflok flat panelled appearance is a fresh 
alternative to traditional lapped planks and 
perfectly suited for the modern home. 

Selflok CodeMark accredited 
weatherboards have the simplest unique 
horizontal tongued groove flush system, 
which allows every board to self gauge. 

The precise routing gives the product a 
beautiful and unique profile that makes  
it the first choice for many.

Selflok Ecogroove  
150 Smooth

Selflok Ecogroove 
75 Smooth

SELFLOK
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Primelok is Weathertex’s most popular range for 
achieving traditional sophistication and elegance. 

Regardless if you select Hamptons styling for urban 
living or a more relaxed coastal style, Primelok has a 
wide range of profiles to create this look.

Primelok 200

Primelok  
SHADOWOOD SMOOTH

Primelok SMOOTH

PRIMELOK
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Rubix panel is designed to simplify 
installation with its self-locking mechanism. 
Whether you prefer square or rectangle 
panels, Rubix Panel offers versatility by 
allowing you to join them on or off-stud. 
Experience unparalleled flexibility and 
effortless installation with Rubix Panel, 
eliminating the need for meticulous  
stud layout planning or additional  
joining accessories.

Upon installation, these panels create a 
smooth and flat surface finish, enhanced by 
a shallow 4mm deep and 10mm wide groove.

RUBIX
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Magnum Board™ 
Weatherboards are designed 
with beauty in mind.

The appealing finish can 
be painted to modern or 
traditional colours creating 
the space you’ll love.

The Mould and Pest resistant 
formula gives peace of mind 
for homeowners.

Suitable for bushfire areas, 
with a BAL-FZ rating, there’s 
no need to compromise when 
building in the bush any longer.

MAGNUM BOARD

®

✔  CO2 negative
✔  Beautiful finish
✔  Suitable for Bushfire areas  

(to BAL FZ)* 
✔  End matched for ease of 

installation 
✔  Free from nasty chemicals
✔  High impact resistance
✔  Non-combustible with zero  

flame spread
✔  Mould and insect proof
✔  Size available 3600x180x16mm

*When used as part of a performance based solution
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THERMORY IGNITE 5
Thermory Ignite 5 Cladding can be used to 
create modern and unique looks for your 
home, both inside and out.

Thermally modified for durability, your house 
will be the jewel in the street that will have 
passers-by picking their jaws up off the floor.

AS SEEN ON COUNTRY HOME RESCUE 
WITH SHAYNNA BLAZE!

C7J
Enhance your walls with Thermory’s durable 
and surprisingly easy-to-install benchmark 
pine cladding, with decades of rot resistance, 
unrivalled dimensional stability and a naturally 
beautiful appearance featuring distinctive 
knots.

PACS® CLAD
Pacs® clad consists of Thermory thermo-pine 
batten with pre-mounted grad® single clips.

THERMORY

Size: 186x20mm (180mm Cover)
Features & Benefits:
✔  Exceptional surface 

durability 
✔  Embossed 

✔  Pre-finished for Easy 
Installation 

✔  No messy residue
✔  End-MatchedCredit: Elevate Building Group & Spacecraft Media

Grad® single clips 
individual clips available.

DURABILITY

EASY 
INSTALLATIONCHEMICAL FREETHERMALLY 

MODIFIED WOOD
NON-HAZARDOUS 

WASTE

DIMENSIONAL 
STABILITY

END-MATCHED

EXTREMELY LOW 
MAINTENANCE

EXTRA WIDE 
BOARDS
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THERMORY

THERMORY  
THERMO-SPRUCE RAW
Thermory thermo-spruce raw is a cladding 
solution that offers exceptional rot 
resistance with a rustic look and feel.

This cladding has a brushed texture finish 
and comes in a range of sizes.

DRIFT
The Drift series is available in gently worn, 
true-to-life colours that will give your 
surfaces a desirable weathered look.

Drift’s luxuriously wide boards and rustic, 
chic colours are suitable for both indoor 
and outdoor use.

Sizes Available:
✔  186x20mm (180mm cover)

Colours Available:
✔  Black Pearl 
✔  Sandy Pearl 

✔  Platinum
✔  Smoked Brandy

Sizes Available:
✔  140x19 (129mm cover) 
✔  186x19 (169mm cover) 
✔  211x19 (194mm cover)

Features & Benefits:
✔  Durability   ✔  Stability
✔  Easy installation low maintenance  

end-matching available brushed texture

Thermo-Spruce

Drift - Black Pearl

Drift - Sandy Pearl
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ASH CLADDING
IRONASH
Ironash cladding is a mix of Victorian ash and Tasmanian oak that has been 
treated with a clear h3 treatment for protection from mould and decay.

Let it grey naturally for the weathered look, or coat with an oil or stain to 
retain the rich colour. This stylish look for exteriors is on trend and will 
give a lift to any outside space.

Size available: 120x19mm (105mm cover)

IRONOAK
Honey tones and beautiful, natural timber 
feature. Ironoak cladding is stunning when 
used and breathes brand new life into a house 
and will set your home apart from the rest.

Ironoak will protect your home from the 
elements, will install with ease and looks 
fantastic when painted.

Size available: 120x19mm (105mm cover)
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DURAFLOOR™

DURAFLOOR
Your ultimate flooring solution, BGC 
Durafloor™ is superb for interior wet areas 
such as bathrooms and laundries. You can 
also specify Durafloor™ for a variety of 
exterior uses.

Choose Durafloor™ for balconies, verandahs 
and sundecks. Alternatively, and where 
premium quality is your main concern, insist 
on Durafloor™ as a total floor solution.

✔  Easy installation via traditional  
gun-nailing methods

✔  Same tongue-and-groove technology as 
traditional sheet flooring (e.g. structaflor)

✔  Installation costs lower than standard 
compressed sheet

✔  Greater impact resistance – feels more 
solid underfoot than timber-based sheet 
flooring products

WHAT’S GOOD  
ABOUT DURAFLOOR™  
FLOORING SOLUTIONS?

1609344mm.

WE GO THE EXTRA
Come and meet your dedicated Trade team.
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STRATUM™

Choose one profile as a standalone, or mix ‘n’ 
match to create an eye catching and original 
exterior cladding system.

STRATUM™

300mm wide weatherboard.

STRATUM™ DUO
300mm wide weatherboard with a 16mm centre 
groove and the look of two slimmer planks.

STRATUM™ TRIO
300 wide weatherboard with 2 x 16mm 
horizontal grooves.

STRATUM™ CONTOUR
170mm wide weatherboard with a 2mm 
indentation at the top of each weatherboard.

✔  Easy shiplap joining
✔  Factory sealed, ready for painting
✔  Optional face-fix or conceal-fix

✔  Quick, simple installation:  
manual nailing, gun nailing  
or screw fixing

STRATUM™ MIX

STRATUM™ DUO

STRATUM™

STRATUM™ DUO WOODGRAIN 
(TEAK VARNISH STAIN)
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INNOVA MONTAGE™

Range of façade products are versatile and 
add an element of texture and dimension to 
the interior and exterior of your project.

There are a variety of advantages when 
selecting Montage™ as part of your next 
project. Our high quality fibre cement is strong 
and durable and used to create stylish profiles.

✔  Multiple colours avail able in each profile
✔  Lightweight and easy to install
✔  Perfect for internal or external installation
✔  Pre-finished using a multiple coat 

finishing system
✔  Fully sealed panels that are weather 

resistant and won’t rot or burn

WOODGRAIN - LIGHT TEAK SLIMLINE TILE (ONYX) 

WOODGRAIN (BLACK OAK) , CONCRETE SMOOTH & 
STACKSTONE  (LIME)

MONTAGE™

4 PROFILES AVAILABLE: 
Concrete, Slimline Tile, Stackstone & Woodgrain
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INNOVA™

Interior application of fibre cement: benefits, 
uses and design considerations one of the 
main reasons architects and designers select 
fibre cement over other alternatives is that 
Innova’s™ high-quality products imitate the 
appearance of timber, stone, or concrete but 
at a lower cost and with the added benefits of 
fibre cement.

There is a lack of inform ation regarding the use 
and benefits of fibre cement in interior design. 
If more people knew about the benefits, interior 
designers would be able to make better-
informed decisions about specifying Innova™ in 
their designs for a high-quality end product.

The same properties that make fibre cement 
desirable for exterior applications also make 
it an ideal choice for interior design, including 
flexibility, fast and easy installation, its mix-and-
match nature to create bespoke designs and 
the variety of textures, colours and finishes. 
Explore the multipurpose use, benefits 
and qualities of Fibre cement for interior 
applications for your next project.

The architectural benefits of the Innova™ range include durability and 
stability. The robust construction of fibre cement means it will not rot, 
deform, warp, or lose structural integrity.

Its fibre cement panels are water resistant too. Fibre cement is thinner than 
standard forms of cement, enabling wider spaces without a loss of stability 
or resilience. Fibre cement is also moisture-resistant and has a very high pH 
level, which ensures protection against mould growth.

DURAGRID™

STRATUM™

INTERGROOVE



*For a chance to WIN 1 of 5 Sony Playstation Kits, valued at $848 each (Playstation Kit includes 1 Playstation 5 valued at $649, 1 PS5 Headset valued at $119 and 2x $50 Playstation cards valued $100) individuals must spend 
$500 (incl GST) or more on any Hardie™ Architectural Collection, Weathertex, McCormack’s Australia (MagnumBoard, Themory, AshCladding) & BGC FibreCement (Innova) product/s on their trade account at participating  
Mitre 10 and Home Hardware stores between 17/07/23 to 27/08/23. One entry for every $500 (incl GST) spent. For example, if an eligible entrant spends $1,500, the eligible entrant will be awarded three (3) entries into the draw. 
Submit your receipts to www.mitre10.com.au/trade/cladalogue or by scanning QR code and complete your details to enter the draw. Cancelled or incomplete transactions will be deemed invalid. Winners will be drawn 06/09/23 
and will be notified via email. The staff of these stores, product suppliers and their immediate relatives are not eligible to enter. Prize not substitutable for cash or any other item. Unclaimed prizes will be subject to a subsequent 
draw 30/09/22. James Hardie, the James Hardie logo and Hardie are trademarks of James Hardie Technology Limited. Copyright © 2023 James Hardie Australia Pty Ltd ABN 12 084 635 558. ™ and ® denote a trademark or 

registered trademark owned by James Hardie Technology Ltd. PlayStation & Sony are registered trademarks or trademarks of Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc. We reserve the right to correct printing errors.
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EDEN MITRE 10 
115 Princes Highway, EDEN, NSW 2551 Ph: 6496 0405

BEGA MITRE 10 
127 Auckland Street, BEGA, NSW 2550 Ph:6491 6800

HARPER’S TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
359 Wentworth Ave, PENDLE HILL, NSW 2145 Ph:9896 1000

HUDSON TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
4 Orchard Road, BROOKVALE, NSW 2100 Ph:9905 4633

HUDSON TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
365-369 Lake Road, GLENDALE, NSW 2285 Ph:4958 1488

HUDSON TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
558 Princes Highway, KIRRAWEE, NSW 2232 Ph:9542 3300

HUDSON TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
9 Hollylea Road, LEUMEAH, NSW 2560 Ph:4628 9980

HUDSON MITRE M10 
Cnr Yass Rd & Aurora Ave, QUEANBEYAN, NSW 2620 Ph:6297 8711

HUDSON TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
81 Beauchamp Rd , MATRAVILLE, NSW 2036 Ph:8336 8336

HUDSON TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
34 Vicar Street, MITCHELL, ACT 2911 Ph:6213 3744

HUDSON TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
30 Coombes Drive, PENRITH, NSW 2750 Ph:4721 4877

HUDSON TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
Cnr Mile End & Withers Road, ROUSE HILL, NSW 2155 Ph:9629 0488

HUDSON TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
Unit 1, 51 - 65 Aberglasslyn Rd, RUTHERFORD, NSW 2320 Ph:4936 8666

HUDSON TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
20-26 Chaston Street, WAGGA WAGGA, NSW 2650 Ph:6933 0200

HUDSON TRADE CENTRE MITRE 10 
296 Manns Road, WEST GOSFORD, NSW 2250 Ph:4323 2221

JOHNSON BROS MITRE 10 
73 Bassett St, MONA VALE, NSW 2103 Ph:9999 0333

KATOOMBA MITRE 10 
46  WILSON STREET, KATOOMBA, NSW 2780 Ph:4782 6066

KINCUMBER MITRE 10 & TRADE CENTRE 
Unit 1/1-5 Kerta Road, KINCUMBER, NSW 2251 Ph:4368 3866

LAVIS MITRE 10 
21 - 25 Market Street, Muswellbrook, NSW 2333 Ph:6541 4014

PAMBULA  MITRE 10 
10 TOALLA STREET, PAMBULA, NSW 2549 Ph:6495 8000


